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Abstract. Web tables form a valuable source of relational data. The Web
contains an estimated 154 million HTML tables of relational data, with
Wikipedia alone containing 1.6 million high-quality tables. Extracting the
semantics of Web tables to produce machine-understandable knowledge
has become an active area of research.

A key step in extracting the semantics of Web content is entity
linking (EL): the task of mapping a phrase in text to its referent
entity in a knowledge base (KB). In this paper we present TabEL, a
new EL system for Web tables. TabEL differs from previous work by
weakening the assumption that the semantics of a table can be mapped
to pre-defined types and relations found in the target KB. Instead, TabEL
enforces soft constraints in the form of a graphical model that assigns
higher likelihood to sets of entities that tend to co-occur in Wikipedia
documents and tables. In experiments, TabEL significantly reduces error
when compared to current state-of-the-art table EL systems, including a
75% error reduction on Wikipedia tables and a 60% error reduction on
Web tables. We also make our parsed Wikipedia table corpus and test
datasets publicly available for future work.

Keywords: Web tables · Entity linking · Named entity disambiguation ·
Graphical models

1 Introduction

Web tables, or HTML tables on the Web, are a valuable source of relational
data and an important input for information extraction (IE) systems. It is
estimated that out of a total of 14.1 billion tables on the Web, 154 million
tables contain relational data [1] and Wikipedia alone is the source of nearly
1.6 million relational tables. Unlike text, a single relational table contains a
high-quality set of relation instances, along with associated metadata (in the
form of column headers). The wealth and utility of relational tables on the Web
has made semantic interpretation of tables, i.e. the task of converting Web tables
into machine-understandable knowledge, an active area of research [2–12].

A key step in extracting the semantics of Web content is entity linking (EL):
the task of mapping phrases of text to their referent entities in a given Knowledge
Base (KB). For example, in Table 1, the EL task is to link “Chicago” in the second
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column to its corresponding entity Chicago (the city) in a KB, e.g. YAGO [13].1

Polysemy of phrases is the main challenge for EL systems. An EL system must
disambiguate each given phrase utilizing clues from surrounding content, called
the context of the phrase. In Table 1, the phrase “New York” occurs multiple times,
but it is evident from context that it refers to the city in the second column and
to the state in the third column.

Table 1. Table containin g a list of tallest
buildings in the U.S. and the city and
state that they are located in. Underlines
represent an existing reference to an entity
in a KB.

Building Name City State
One WTC New York New York
Willis Tower Chicago Illinois
...

...
...

MetLife Tower New York New York

We present TabEL, a system that
performs the Entity Linking task
on phrases in cells of Web tables.
Existing table semantic interpretation
systems typically employ graphical
models to jointly model three semantic
interpretation tasks: entity linking,
column type identification and relation
extraction from tables (detailed in
Section 2) [4,6,7,12]. Such joint models
are based on a strong assumption
that the column types and relations
expressed in a table can be mapped to
pre-defined types and relations in the
target KB. While the type and relation
information conveyed by the structure
of tables are valuable clues for the EL task, relying on a strict mapping into a KB
is prone to errors as KBs can be incomplete or noisy.

In this paper, we investigate an alternative to the strict mapping into a
KB. TabEL incorporates type and relation information through a graphical
model of soft constraints. The constraints encode a preference for sets of referent
entities that are “coherent”, in that pairs of entities in the set tend to co-occur
in Wikipedia documents and tables. Although our graphical model is densely
connected (see Section 3), we show in experiments that we can tractably arrive
at disambiguations using the Iterative Classification Algorithm (ICA) [14]. In
experiments, we show that TabEL is more accurate than previous work, reducing
error over the benchmark system [4] by ∼60% on Web tables. TabEL performs
particularly well on Wikipedia tables and reduces error over previous work by
∼75%. In ablation studies, we analyze the impact of TabEL’s components on
accuracy and demonstrate that our features result in an improvement of ∼12%
over a system that chooses the most usual meaning of a phrase as its referent entity.

Finally, we release our table corpus containing more than 1.6 million tables
from Wikipedia. We also make datasets of entity-annotated Wikipedia and Web
tables publicly available for future table EL systems.2

1 https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entityIn=%3C
Chicago%3E

2 http://websail-fe.cs.northwestern.edu/TabEL/

https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entityIn=%3C
Chicago%3E
http://websail-fe.cs.northwestern.edu/TabEL/
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2 Preliminaries

The general task of semantic interpretation of tables takes as input a table and a
reference Knowledge Base (KB), and typically includes the following sub-tasks:

1. Entity linking (EL): the task of finding phrases of text, called mentions, in
cells and associating each with its referent entity

2. Column type identification: the task of associating a column in a table with
the KB type of entities it contains

3. Relation extraction: the task of associating a pair of columns in a table with
the KB relation that holds between each pair of entities in a given row of the
columns

The referent entities, types and relations are all grounded in the given KB.
As a concrete example, given Table 1 and the YAGO [13] KB, the entity linking
task would include linking “Chicago” to the entity Chicago in the KB.3 Type
identification would include associating the second column to the City type in
the KB.4 The relation extraction task would include identifying the relation
isLocatedIn between entities Willis Tower and Chicago.5

In this paper, we focus on just the first semantic interpretation task, entity
linking. We now formally define theEL task for tables. We also introduce notation
that will be used in the rest of this paper.

Formal Definition

A potential mention is a phrase in text whose referent entity in the given KB is
unknown. We denote a potential mention for a phrase s as ms,? (where ? denotes
an unknown entity). An annotated mention, on the other hand, is a phrase whose
referent entity is known and is denoted byms,e, where s is the phrase of text whose
referent entity is e.

A table from the Web is represented as a matrix, T , of cells containing r rows
and c columns. Tables that use row- and column-spans can be easily normalized
into an r × c matrix by duplicating cells. T [i, j] represents the cell in the ith row
and jth column of T .

Task: Given a table T and a KB K of entities, the entity linking task is to identify
and link each potential mention in cells of T to its referent entity e ∈ K.

3 SystemDescription

Given a table T and a KB K, TabEL performs the EL task in three steps:
3 https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?

entityIn=%3CChicago%3E
4 https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entity=%3Cwordnet city

108524735%3E
5 https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/WebInterface?

L01=%3CWillis Tower%3E\&L0R=%3CisLocatedIn%3E&L02=%3CChicago%3E

https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entityIn=%3CChicago%3E
https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entityIn=%3CChicago%3E
https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entity=%3Cwordnet_city_108524735%3E
https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/Browser?entity=%3Cwordnet_city_108524735%3E
https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/WebInterface?L01=%3CWillis_Tower%3E&L0R=%3CisLocatedIn%3E&L02=%3CChicago%3E
https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/webyagospotlx/WebInterface?L01=%3CWillis_Tower%3E&L0R=%3CisLocatedIn%3E&L02=%3CChicago%3E
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1. mention identification: identifies each potential mention, ms,?, in cells of T
2. entity candidate generation: for each potential mention ms,?, identifies a set of

candidate entities, C(ms,?) - a subset of entities in K that are possible referents
of ms,?

3. disambiguation: for each potential mentionms,?, chooses an entity e ∈ C(ms,?)
(its candidate set), as the referent entity of ms,?, based on its context.
TabEL uses a supervised learning approach, and uses annotated mentions in

tables to train its components. Like most EL systems, TabEL also relies on a prior
estimate that a given string s refers to a particular entity e, i.e. P (e|s). As in
previous work [15], we estimate this distribution P (e|s) from hyperlinks on the
Web and in Wikipedia, as described in Section 4 .

While we use YAGO as our knowledge base in our experiments, our approach
is general and can use any KB, given some labeled examples for that KB and a
suitable entity-similarity measure that we use in our system.

3.1 Mention Identification

The first step for any EL system is to find potential mentions that can be linked
to their referent entities in K. Given the text content, tq, of each cell of the input
table, TabEL identifies as a potential mention the longest phrase, s of tq that has
non-zero probability in P (e|s) for some e. If the length of s is less than the length of
tq,TabEL finds the longest phrase starting after s and so on. For example, for a cell
with text “Barack Obama & Mitt Romney”, TabEL finds two potential mentions:
one for “Barack Obama” and one for “Mitt Romney”.

3.2 Candidate Generation

T [i, j]

Fig. 1. Graphical Model used for
disambiguation. Circles represent
variables and edges represent their
dependencies. For brevity, we show
non-adjacent dependencies only for
the cell T [i; j]

For each potential mention, ms,?, TabEL
sets the set of candidate entities C(ms,?)
for the mention to be all those e for
which P (e|s) has non-zero probability, i.e.
C(ms,?) = {e|P (e|s) > 0}. For example,
the candidate entity set for the phrase
“Chicago” would contain the entities Chicago,
Chicago Bulls, Chicago (1927 film), etc.

3.3 Disambiguation

Our disambiguation technique is based on the
assumption that entities in a given row or
column tend to be related. As we show in our
experiments, when disambiguating multiple
cells of a table, we can achieve higher accuracy
by preferring sets of disambiguations that are coherent (i.e. sets composed of
related entities). To exploit this fact, we utilize a collective classification technique
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in which soft constraints encourage disambiguations of mentions in the same row
and column to be related to one another. The disambiguations in a given table are
optimized jointly, to arrive at a globally coherent set of entities.

In the disambiguation step, an EL system needs to choose an entity from the
candidate set C(ms,?) as the referent entity of a given mention ms,?. We represent
a table, T , as a graphical model in which each potential mention is associated with
a discrete random variable, whose possible values are its candidate entities. Each
variable has a direct dependency with all other variables in its row and column.
The model can be drawn as a Markov Network, shown in Figure 1, in which each
row (and each column) forms a fully-interconnected clique.

Our graphical model is much more densely connected than the models used in
previous work on this task [4,7]. However, we find that an iterative, approximate
inference approach is tractable for the model. TabEL uses the Iterative
Classification Algorithm (ICA) [14] to collectively disambiguate all mentions in a
given table. ICA is an iterative inference method which greedily re-assigns each
variable to its maximum-likelihood value, conditioned on the current values of
other variables. In each iteration, we compute the maximum-likelihood value for
each variable using a trained local classifier, MLR, which takes the form of a
logistic-regression-based ranking model. Algorithm 1 shows how ICA performs
iterative inference over the graphical model to find a high-likelihood set of referent
entities for all mentions in a given test table. The method initializes each mention
with an entity using MLR (lines 2 to 4) and then iteratively re-computes features
and assignments (lines 6 to 18) until there is no change in assignment for any
mention or the maximum iteration limit is reached.

MLR ranks the candidate entities for a given mention, based on a set of features
computed from the current settings of the other variables. The local model MLR

is trained in advance on a set of annotated mentions. MLR utilizes the following
groups of features:

Prior probability features, P (e|s) are estimated from hyperlinks on the
Web and in Wikipedia. For example, the phrase “Chicago” appears 16,884 times as
an anchor text in Wikipedia. It links to one of 289 distinct pages including the city,
the movie, the music band etc. But the string “Chicago” most likely refers to the
city (P (Chicago City |“Chicago′′) = 0.80). For each distinct source of hyperlinks,
we compute features for both case-sensitive and case-insensitive matching of the
phrase. In addition, we include the averages of case-sensitive and case-insensitive
probability estimates across all sources.

Semantic relatedness (SR) features are used to measure the coherence
between a candidate entity and other entities in the table. TabEL has three SR
based features: average SR between a candidate entity and all entities in the
mention’s 1) row, 2) column, and 3) context i.e. row and column.

In TabEL, we use SR defined between a pair of Wikipedia pages based on their
in-link and out-link overlap. We use the SR implementation from Hecht et al. [16].
This is a modified version of Milne-Witten Semantic Relatedness measure [17] in
which the links in the first paragraph of a Wikipedia page are considered more
important than other links when calculating relatedness. The average SR value
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Algorithm 1. ICA for Disambiguation in TabEL
1: function TabEL-ICA(MLR, T , maxIter) � MLR: Local Disambiguation Model

� T : Input Table
� maxIter: Maximum number of inference iterations

2: for all ms,? ∈T do
3: ms,? ← ms,e0 � where e0 ← MLR(C(ms,?))
4: end for
5: k ← 1
6: do
7: for all ms,? ∈T do
8: � Re-calculate features according to current assignment to other variables
9: reCalculateFeatures(ms,?)

10: end for
11: hasChange ← False
12: for all ms,? ∈T do
13: ms,ek−1 ← ms,ek � Re-assign value. ek ← MLR(C(ms,ek−1))
14: if ek−1 == ek then
15: hasChange ← True
16: end if
17: end for
18: while hasChange AND k < maxIter
19: end function

between a candidate entity and entities in a mention’s context is an important
feature for the EL task in tables, as shown by our experiments in Section 5. In the
special case of applying TabEL to Wikipedia tables, we also include a feature for
relatedness between the candidate entity and the Wikipedia page containing the
table.

Mention-Entity Similarity features capture the similarity between the
context of a potential mention and the context-representation of each of its
candidate entities. We define the context of a mention as the contents of the cells
in its row and column. The context-representation of an entity is the aggregation
of the contexts in which it occurs in the training data.

For example,mChicago,? is a potential mention in the cell T [2, 2] in Table 1. The
highlighted column is referred to as the column context of the mention, denoted
by XC(T [2, 2]). Similarly, the highlighted row is referred to as the row-context and
denoted by XR(T [2, 2]). Consider the entity New York City in T [1, 2] in Table 1.
Its context contains entities Chicago, One World Trade Center, MetLife Tower
etc. To construct a context-representation for New York City, we aggregate the
contexts of all mentions in our table corpus that link to New York City.

In general, the row and column contexts of a mention in cell T [i, j] are given
by:

XR(T [i, j]) = T [i, ·] \ T [i, j]

XC(T [i, j]) = T [·, j] \ T [i, j]

where T[i,·] refers to the cells in the ith row and T[·, j] refers to cells in the
jth column. XR

W (T [i, j]) denotes a multiset of word tokens found in XR(T [i, j]).
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XR
E(T [i, j]) denotes a multiset of entities found in XR(T [i, j]). Similarly, we define

XC
W (T [i, j]) and XC

E(T [i, j]) to denote multisets of word tokens and entities found
in XC(T [i, j]).

The context-representation of an entity can be derived from a corpus of tables,
T with annotated mentions. We define two kinds of context-representations for
an entity: 1) word-context-representation, RW (e) is an aggregation of words and
their frequencies from the contexts of all cells in T which contain a reference to
e. 2) entity-context-representation RE(e) is a similar aggregation of entities and
their frequencies. Formally,

RW (e) = �T∈T
(
XR

W (T [i, j]) � XC
W (T [i, j])

)

RE(e) = �T∈T
(
XR

E(T [i, j]) � XC
E(T [i, j])

)

where, m·,e ∈ T[i, j], i.e. the cell T [i, j] contains a mention whose target entity is
e and � denotes a multiset union.

TabEL uses the following six features based on similarity between a mention’s
contexts and a candidate entity’s context-representations.

Text-context similarity features

SC

(
XW (T [i, j]),RW (ec)

)

SC

(
XR

W (T [i, j]),RW (ec)
)

SC

(
XC

W (T [i, j]),RW (ec)
)

Entity-context similarity features

SC

(
XE(T [i, j]),RE(ec)

)

SC

(
XR

E(T [i, j]),RE(ec)
)

SC

(
XC

E(T [i, j]),RE(ec)
)

where, SC denotes cosine similarity between the two multisets. We weight the
multiplicity of the words and entities in these multisets by their Residual IDF
(r-idf) values [18], which we pre-computed for our corpus.

Existing Link features are related to mentions that are already linked to
their referent entity in the input table. We include two boolean features in our
system. The first feature captures whether there is an existing mention in the
context of ms,? with the same surface s that links to the candidate entity. The
second feature captures whether the candidate is linked from a surface s′ different
from s in the input table.

Surface features are related to the phrase, s of the potential mention ms,?.
We have two boolean features. The first feature is true if s is the only text content
in its cell, false otherwise. The second feature is true if s exactly matches the name
of an entity in the input KB, K.

4 Implementation

Table Corpus: Our dataset of tables T has 1.6 million Wikipedia tables.
We extracted all HTML tables from Wikipedia which had the class attribute
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“wikitable” (used to easily identify data tables) from the November 2013 XML
dump of English Wikipedia using the Sweble parser [19].6 As described in Section 2,
all HTML tables are represented as an r×cmatrix of cells. Tables in T contain ∼ 30
million hyperlinks in all. 75% of these hyperlinks are used to build other resources
described below. The other 25% are exclusively used for training, validation and
testing of the local disambiguation model MLR, described in Section 3.3.

Knowledge Base of Entities: We use YAGO, which contains more than 2.8
million entities, as our reference KB, K. TabEL links mentions to one of these 2.8
million entities in K. YAGO contains a bi-directional mapping between Wikipedia
pages and its entities. We exploit this mapping to identify the YAGO entity of the
targets of hyperlinks in T .

Source of Annotated Mentions: As mentioned in Section 3, we utilize
a dataset of annotated mentions to train the MLR model and to construct
context representations described in Section 3.3. As explained above, pages on
Wikipedia can be easily mapped to entities in the YAGO knowledge base. Thus,
annotated mentions can be obtained from hyperlinks on the Web and Wikipedia
by considering the anchor text as the phrase and the link target as its referent
entity in the KB, K.

To reliably estimate the probability that a surface s refers to an entity e, we
use hyperlinks from both the Web and Wikipedia. The Google Cross-Lingual
Dictionary for English Wikipedia Concepts described by Spitkovsky et al.[20]
contains a dataset of all hyperlinks on the Web which link to a page in Wikipedia.
We augmented this with hyperlinks obtained from Wikipedia. We mined over 100
million hyperlinks from the Web and Wikipedia and obtained a large dataset of
annotated mentions. With the availability of high quality resources such as the
Google Cross-Lingual Dictionary, EL systems that rely only on prior probability,
P (e|s), can still perform very well. We include a system, TabELprior in our
experiments which disambiguates a potential mention by choosing the most
frequently linked entity, for a given phrase, as its referent entity.

5 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of TabEL and compare with previous
work on both (i) Web tables and (ii) Wikipedia tables. In an ablation study we
evaluate the utility of each group of features employed in TabEL, and establish
the importance of features that are based on entity co-occurrence. We show the
effectiveness of the collective inference method, ICA, in improving the accuracy
of TabEL.

Evaluation Metric: TabEL performs disambiguation on all test mentions and
always chooses an entity that exists in the given KB. Thus, following previous work
on table EL, we use accuracy as our main metric for evaluation and comparison
with other table EL systems. We define accuracy as the fraction of test set

6 http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20131104/

http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20131104/
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mentions that anEL system links correctly. For comparison with textEL systems,
we use the macro-averaged precision, recall and F1 metrics, which are popularly
used for the text EL task.

5.1 Web Tables

To evaluate the performance of TabEL on Web tables, we use the Web Manual
dataset from previous work by Limaye et al. [4], both with and without corrections
as described below. The Web Manual dataset consists of more than 9,000 test
mentions from 428 tables from the Web. Using methods from Gupta et al. [21],
this dataset was originally created (in [4]) by finding Web tables similar to a seed
set of 36 non-infobox tables from Wikipedia. Out of the 9,036 test mentions in
the Web Manual dataset, we found that around 5% of the gold annotations
were erroneous. Mulwad et al. [7] have also noted errors in the gold annotations
of this dataset, but left corrections to future work. We re-labeled these erroneous
mentions and created a new dataset, Web Manual-Fixed, of Web tables with
corrected annotations.

Table 2. Accuracy comparison between previous work and TabEL on Web and
Wikipedia tables datasets

Dataset Limaye et al. [4] TabELprior TabEL

Web Manual 81.37 84.41 89.41

Web Manual- Fixed - 87.56 92.94

Wiki Links 84.28 91.27 97.16

Wiki Links- Random - 87.83 96.17

Table 2 shows the accuracy of TabELprior and TabEL on the fixed dataset,
Web Manual-Fixed. For completion and comparison with previous work,
we also show the accuracy of our system on the original Web Manual
dataset. TabEL outperforms previous work on the Web Manual dataset
and TabELprior on the Web Manual-Fixed dataset. A list of errors we
found in the gold annotations in Web Manual and the re-annotated dataset
Web Manual-Fixed are available on our project web page.

5.2 Wikipedia Tables

In Table 2 we show the performance of TabEL on two datasets derived from
Wikipedia. We adopted the Wiki Links dataset from previous work by Limaye et
al. [4], which consists of more than 140,000 test mentions from around 3,000 tables
from Wikipedia. TabEL outperforms previous work by reducing the error on the
Wiki Links dataset by more than 75%.

We evaluate on a second dataset, Wiki Links-Random, of Wikipedia tables
in an attempt to provide a more comprehensive measure of performance. The
Wiki Links dataset, from Limaye et. al [4], was originally constructed by
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choosing Wikipedia tables which contained links in at least 90% of their cells.
We believe that this dataset is possibly biased as the high density of links
in the tables suggests that the tables are important and probably contain
commonly known entities in their cells. This bias is evident from the contrast
in performance of TabELprior on the Wiki Links and Wiki Links-Random
datasets. The TabELprior system, which selects the most common referent entity
for a given text mention, performs much better on Wiki Links compared
to Wiki Links-Random. Thus, we created the Wiki Links-Random dataset
containing randomly selected Wikipedia tables, irrespective of the density of
existing links in the tables. Wiki Links-Random consists of around 50,000 test
mentions from around 3000 tables randomly drawn from Wikipedia. Each existing
link in a table is used as a test mention, with its target entity treated as a gold
annotation.

Table 2 shows that TabEL achieves very high accuracy on both Wiki Links
and Wiki Links-Random datasets. Performing table EL on Wikipedia tables
at high level of accuracy is important as many systems utilize links in Wikipedia
tables to create RDF triples or to support table search systems (see Section 7).

5.3 Disambiguating Missing Wikipedia Links

An interesting variation of the EL task for tables is to identify and disambiguate
unlinked mentions to entities in a Wikipedia table - while retaining existing
links, unlike the experiments above in Section 5.2 in which all existing links were
removed. To evaluate TabEL on this task, we created a dataset, TabEL 35K,
containing 35,000 randomly selected annotated mentions in Wikipedia. These
mentions are not used in estimating prior probabilities and in building context
representations.TabEL performs particularly well on this task and its accuracy on
this dataset is 98.38%, while the accuracy of TabELprior is 88.13%. Interestingly,
we found that 16% of the errors made by TabEL on this dataset are actually not
errors in TabEL, but instead errors in the hyperlinks within Wikipedia. Another
22% of the errors are cases for which both the gold annotation and TabEL’s
annotation can be considered correct for the mention. Details of all errors made
by TabEL on this dataset can be found linked from our project page.

5.4 Comparison with Other Table EL Task Systems

Zhang et al. [12] introduced a table EL system that jointly performs the three
semantic interpretation tasks. Direct comparison with this system is difficult as
this work presented results on the EL task on the union of Web Manual and
Wiki Links datasets and used the F1 metric. Compared to 83.7 F1 in this work,
TabEL achieves F1 of 96.92. This is equal to the accuracy of our system on the
union of Web Manual and Wiki Links as TabEL does not ignore any test
mention.
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5.5 Comparison with Text EL Task System

EL techniques for free-text input are well established [15,22–29] and it can be
argued that they can be applied to tabular data as well. Here, we evaluate the
performance of many existing text EL systems on the Web Manual-Fixed
dataset and show that TabEL outperforms all text EL systems on the table EL
task. Our results show that the table EL task is better addressed by systems like
TabEL that are specifically designed to handle tabular data.

Table 3. Macro-averaged precision, recall and F1 score comparison with six
text-EL systems on Web Manual-Fixed dataset. GERBIL link for results:
http://gerbil.aksw.org/gerbil/experiment?id=201507180000

AGDISTIS

[29]

Babelfy

[30]

Dbpedia

Spotlight [28]

KEA

[31] NERD-ML

[32]

WAT

[33]

TabEL

Macro-Precision 0.7773 0.9464 0.8248 0.9209 0.7611 0.9490 0.9855

Macro-Recall 0.3587 0.3431 0.1086 0.369 0.6907 0.3442 0.9237

Macro-F1 0.3835 0.3663 0.1637 0.4008 0.697 0.3695 0.9237

We used the GERBIL framework [34] to compare against text EL systems.
Each table in the test dataset is converted into text format with their mentions
identified and given to the GERBIL framework as input. Table 3 shows the
macro-averaged precision, recall and F1 scores of TabEL compared with six
other text EL systems. TabEL significantly outperforms all text EL systems on
precision, recall and F1.

5.6 Ablation Study

We performed an ablation study on the TabEL 35K dataset to evaluate the
effectiveness of each group of features used in MLR. Table 4 shows the groups of
features in descending order of the percentage increase in error when that feature
group is removed from MLR. All feature groups included in MLR have a positive
effect on the system, with the SR group of features being the most valuable of
all. Context-based features also have a high impact on the accuracy of the overall
system.

6 Analysis

In our experiments above, we show that TabEL consistently outperforms previous
state-of-the-art systems. One reason for this is that joint approaches, such as the
one in [4], make the common most-specific type (CMST ) assumption: that all
else being equal, an EL system should prefer to link mentions within a column to
entities sharing a common most-specific type grounded in a KB. In principle, this
assumption could be leveraged to prefer disambiguations that resulted in column
entities sharing the same data type, and thereby improve accuracy. However, this
assumption is often violated in practice because existing KBs, in which the types
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Table 4. Ablation study: Percentage increase in error, on TabEL 35K dataset, when
each group of features is removed from MLR

Feature Group Removed Accuracy Percent increase in error

-SR 95.31 189.28

-Prior 96.33 126.31

-Existing Link Features 96.55 113.08

-Text Context 96.70 103.73

-Entity Context 96.93 89.27

-Surface 98.32 3.54

Full Wikifier 98.38 0.0

are grounded, are incomplete and noisy. In fact, when mapped to types in the
DBpedia ontology, we find that only 24.3% of the columns from Wikipedia tables
satisfy the CMST assumption. Further, when a CMST does exist for a column, it
is often not specific enough to aid EL: over 50% of the entities in a column remain
ambiguous even after restricting entities to the column’s CMST. As a result, rather
than restricting EL targets based on strict types in a KB, we use a weaker type
constraint encoded by features based on entity co-occurrence statistics, i.e. SR
and entity context similarity features. At the same time, rather than using a joint
model to solve theEL and type identification tasks together, our system solves the
EL task for tables in isolation. This allows TabEL to sidestep the risks of making
the CMST assumption. It has also been found in previous work by Venetis et al.
[10] that solving the table column type-identification task in isolation yields better
performance than an approach that tackles the three table semantic interpretation
tasks jointly.

6.1 Effectiveness of ICA

Table 5 shows the number of iterations it took ICA to converge and the
improvement of accuracy due to inference performed in multiple iterations on two
test datasets. Results show that collective inference is useful for this task.

Table 5. Effectiveness of ICA on two datasets. On both datasets, accuracy at
convergence is higher than the accuracy at the end of the first iteration.

6.2 Analysis of Entity Prevalence Bias

The EL task is known to be easy for prominent entities and particularly difficult
for the long-tail of less common entities. Here, we analyze the distribution of
prominence of entities in Wikipedia tables and show that our system performs
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Fig. 2. (a) Histogram of in-link counts
(in log-scale) of targets of mentions in
Wikipedia tables. A normal distribution
fit is shown in red (b) Variation of TabEL
performance as number of in-links of the
target entity varies.

equally well even for the long tail of less
prominent entities. On the other hand,
accuracy of the TabELprior system is low
for less prominent entities and high for
common entities.

We use the number of in-links to
an entity in Wikipedia is an indicator
of its prominence. Figure 2 (a) shows
a histogram of the number of in-links
(in log-scale) of the target entity of
mentions in the TabEL 35K dataset.
Interestingly, the number of in-links
of mention targets is log-normally
distributed. The estimated normal
distribution fit is also shown.

We divide the TabEL 35K dataset
into 5 bins at equal intervals of in-link
counts (in log scale). Figure 2 (b) shows
how the performance of TabEL varies
as the number of in-links of a mention’s
target varies. The accuracy of our system
remains nearly the same across these
bins.

6.3 Run Time Analysis

To estimate the scalability of our system, we measured the time taken to
disambiguate mentions in each dataset. Table 6 shows the disambiguation time
per-table and the number of iterations for collective inference in to converge.
Limaye et. al. [4] reported a disambiguation time of 0.7 s / table.

Table 6. Per-table disambiguation time and number of inference iterations of TabEL on
different datasets

Dataset Average Time (s/table) No. of iterations

Web Manual- Fixed 1.12 6

Wiki Links- Random 2.32 18

Wiki Links 31.9 27

TheWiki Links dataset is densely populated with mentions, hence the higher
run-time. There are many parameters, such as number of candidates, maximum
number of inference iterations, convergence criteria, that can be tuned to further
improve the disambiguation time of our system.

One possible optimization for TabEL is the number of entities in the candidate
set. We vary a global parameter to threshold the number of candidates for each
mention and analyze its effect on the accuracy of TabEL on the TabEL 35K
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Table 7. Effect of varying the maximum number of candidates on TabEL’s accuracy on
the TabEL 35K dataset

Max No. of Candidates Average No. of Candidates TabEL Accuracy

5 1.68 0.73

10 2.32 0.83

15 2.97 0.90

20 3.54 0.94

25 4.04 0.96

40 7.18 0.98

dataset. We find that changing this parameter from 5 to 20 results in a considerable
jump in accuracy. Increasing this threshold further gives diminishing returns.
Table 7 shows these results along with the average number of candidates per
mention as this threshold is varied.

7 PreviousWork

Cafarella et al. [1] pioneered the work on Web tables and found that there are 154
million tables on the Web that contain relational data. Since then, various efforts
have been made to extract semantics from Web tables. Muoz et al. [5,35] described
an approach that relies on existing links to convert Wikipedia tables to RDF triples.
They use facts from an existing knowledge base (KB) like DBpedia, in order to
find existing relations in pairs of columns in tables, and then extract new relations
for entities in corresponding columns. Sekhavat et al. [36] proposed a probabilistic
approach to augment a KB with facts from tabular data using a Web text corpus
and natural language patterns associated with relations in the KB. These methods
of RDF extraction which rely on existing links in tables can benefit significantly
from our systemTabEL, which achieves better precision than previous work on the
entity linking task on Web tables and performs especially well on Wikipedia tables.

Syed et al. [9] describe methods to automatically infer a partial semantic model
of Web tables using Wikitology [37], a topic ontology built using Wikipedia’s
articles and associated pages. Their system tackles all three tasks of semantic
interpretation of tables. Mulwad et al. [6,7] also jointly model entity linking,
column type identification and relation extraction using a graphical model. The
closest previous work for our system is by Limaye et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [12].
Both their systems jointly model the entity linking, column class identification and
relation extraction tasks for Web tables. As argued in Section 1, owing to heavy
reliance on the correctness and completeness of a KB, joint models run the risk of
negatively affecting performance on entity linking. Venetis et al. [10] have shown
that a system built to handle only the type identification task performs better
than the joint model in [4] on this task. In TabEL, we focus on the individual task
of entity linking, and show EL can be similarly improved by solving it in isolation,
rather than through a joint approach.

Finally, previous work has studied applications built upon extracted Web
tables. Table augmentation has been studied by Das et al.[38], Gupta et al.[21],
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Fan et al.[39] and our previous work [40]. Das et al.[38] and our previous work [40]
also studied table search, the task of returning a list of tables for a given text query
ranked by their relevance to a text query. All these systems utilize existing entity
references in tables in different ways, and adding more links to tables using TabEL
may improve the accuracy of the applications.

8 Conclusion and FutureWork

In this paper, we described our table entity linking system TabEL. TabEL uses
a collective classification technique to collectively disambiguate all mentions in a
given table. Instead of using a strict mapping of types and relations into a reference
Knowledge Base, TabEL uses soft constraints in its graphical model to sidestep
errors introduced by an incomplete or noisy KB and outperforms previous work on
multiple datasets. We also showed that TabEL performs equally well even for the
long tail of infrequently-mentioned entities – for which the EL task is particularly
hard. Ablation studies demonstrate the effectiveness of our Semantic Relatedness
features.

We made our table corpus containing 1.6 million Wikipedia tables publicly
available along with annotated datasets which can be used by future table-EL
systems for comparison.

In future work, we plan to integrate TabEL with systems that identify column
types and relations between columns of a table to convert table data into
machine-understandable formats like RDF. Finally, we plan to release our code
in future.
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